Interaction of cortical evoked potentials to electric and acoustic stimuli.
Evoked potentials to a dichotic stimulus composed of either (1) two binaurally presented tone pips or (2) one tone pip and an electrical pulse to the auditory nerve are recorded from the primary auditory cortex of barbiturate anesthetized cats. The composite stimulus is delivered as a time delayed pair where the interstimulus interval (25 ms) is within the relative refractory period of the evoked potential to either stimulus alone. The amplitude of the cortical potential to the trailing stimulus is compared with its single amplitude as the frequency of the trailing tone pip is changed from 250 Hz through 40 kHz. There is an optimal frequency range over which the trailing stimulus is suppressed and this range appears directly related to the current of a preceding electrical pulse. The frequency of maximum suppression shifts according to the position of the electrode in the nerve. In some experiments secondary maxima develop, suggesting stimulus current spread from fibers of one cochlear turn into fibers from another turn.